GO TO:
https://vestaevv.com/training/

1. Scroll to the bottom of the web page

2. GO TO TRAINING SESSION
   
   - SELECT THE TRAINING OPTION Intro to Vesta (For CDS Employers/Designated Representatives) ALL FORM 1722 OPTIONS:

   - ENTER PROGRAM PROVIDER OR FMSA AGENCY NAME:
     HELPING RESTORE ABILITY

   - ENTER YOUR NAME, EMAIL ADDRESS & WORK PHONE

   - SELECT OK CHECKBOX

   - SELECT SUBMIT

AFTER SUBMITTING YOUR REQUEST, WITHIN 48 HOURS AN EMAIL FROM THE VESTA TRAINING DEPARTMENT WILL BE SENT WITH UPCOMING TRAINING SESSIONS DATES AND TIMES AVAILABLE AND INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO REGISTER.

CONTACT VESTA SUPPORT WITH ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

PHONE: (877) 329-3574

EMAIL: info@VestaEvv.com